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THE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS OF EUROPEAN REAL ESTATE

WITH OVER € 7BN IN ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT, AERIUM'S STRENGTH IN DEPTH IN 12 DIFFERENT TER-
RITORIES - WHERE IT HAS GAINED COMMENSURATE EXPERIENCE AND RECOGNITION OVER THE PAST 10
YEARS - IS ENABLING THE GROUP TO FOCUS FIRMLY ON OPPORTUNITY AND EFFICIENCY. BOARD MEMBER
AND PRESIDENT OF AERIUM TURKEY ANTHONY KHOI GIVES REUROPE EXCLUSIVE INSIGHT INTO AERIUM'S
STRATEGY AND REVEALS HIS VIEW OF THE MARKETS...
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RE: AERIUM IS ONE OF THE BIG PLAYERS IN
THE SHOPPING CENTRE INDUSTRY. WHAT IS
YOUR POSITION IN EUROPE RIGHT NOW?
AK: Aerium is a leading pan-European real
estate fund investment manager with €7bn
in assets under management. Over the past
nine years, having raised in excess of €3.5bn
of equity, Aerium has launched 14 funds and
created value through the acquisition, devel-
opment, management and structured financ-
ing of commercial properties throughout
Europe, Turkey and Morocco. Aerium is a
recognised leader in structuring and manag-
ing European property funds and advises a
large, and increasing, number of European,
US and Middle Eastern financial institutions
and high net worth individuals. Aerium Group
is headquartered in Luxembourg, with offices
in London, Paris, Geneva, Dusseldorf and
Istanbul and currently employs over 200 pro-
fessionals. For the next five years, our goal is
to invest €500m per year. We are looking to
invest strongly in prime assets in all the mar-
kets where we are active.
Since 2000, while major local and foreign
developers and investors lost equity and left
emerging markets, Aerium, Cefic and Retfund
achieved one of the best and most impres-
sive track records and success stories in
investment, development and management
of retail properties. Buying an asset is cer-
tainly an important part of our job, but
improving and extending its scope - innovat-
ing - that is where we are very efficient. Our
strength is our capacity to create value for our
investors and also serve our clients and the
community as best we can.
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With over €7bn in assets under management,
Aerium's strength in depth in 12 different
territories - where it has gained commensurate
experience and recognition over the past 10
years - is enabling the group to focus firmly on
opportunity and efficiency. Board Member and
President of Aerium Turkey Anthony Khoi gives
REurope exclusive insight into Aerium's
strategy and reveals his view of the markets...
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RE: AERIUM GROUP HAS CONTINUED TO
TURN A PROFIT THROUGHOUT THE CRISIS.
WHAT ARE THE MAIN REASONS FOR THIS?
AK: Following the fallout from the financial
crisis and the ongoing debt crunch, our
industry has undergone a structural trans-
formation. These changes enabled Aerium
to identify clear trends and opportunities in
specific markets and sectors where we
placed all our efforts and focus.   This result-
ed in a very successful investment and
development strategy in the UK for example
where, between 2008 and 2011, Aerium
acquired at a substantial discount 21 office
and retail properties worth over £1bn
throughout UK and started developments
on 4 other office projects in London since
2010. In 2009, we also invested over €200m
in the middle of the crisis period and extend-
ed or renovated our portfolio of shopping
centres in Turkey and Europe, with consider-
able impact on the performance and added
value of our assets. 
Our specialisation in office and retail invest-
ment and development sectors in Europe
secured our leading position and enabled our
group to identify and source high quality
assets for our investors. We position our-
selves as a traditional investment manager
but also as an expert in these fields. Investors
recognise Aerium as a niche player bringing
our core competencies and expertise for the
long term. When most of our competitors
were looking at downsizing and outsourcing
to reduce costs, we positioned our group as a
full service REIM (Real Estate Investment
Manager). We enjoy very good relations with
international retailers and corporate tenants
throughout Europe and we are always avail-

able and ready to assist them in their future
expansion. For example, we are currently
building new headquarters for Clifford
Chance in Luxembourg. The law firm has
been our tenant since 2004 and we are devel-
oping a 5000 sq m class A office building with
a 10 years lease in the centre of Luxembourg. 
The UK was a natural fit for our group since
we established an office in London in 2003
but the market conditions and the harsh com-
petition stopped us from making our first
acquisition until 2008. We raised £200m cap-
ital and launched our first fund in UK, the
Glenn Arrow fund, to acquire prime retail and
office assets at discounted values in the mid-
dle of the crisis period. We are proud to have
achieved one of the best track records and
investment management efficiency for our
investors and shareholders in major markets
where we are active. 

RE: AS PRESIDENT, WHAT HAS YOUR VISION
FOR AERIUM TURKEY BEEN OVER THE PAST
FEW YEARS?
AK: Coming to Turkey in 2005 was part of the
strategy we had to expand globally, in
Eastern Europe and Turkey in particular. This
was our plan for 2000-2010. We saw new
markets opening and this was an important
window of opportunity for us. First movers

have a better chance to succeed in a market,
particularly with retail real estate, because
you can secure the best locations for shop-
ping centres and hypermarkets which is cru-
cial. I’ve seen that from experience over all of
these years, through the work that we
achieved in Hungary, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Romania –– even markets which
weren’t exactly emerging but were new mar-
kets for French investors. Turkey was one of
the countries we were looking at very strong-
ly, with regards to demographics, growth
capacity and its dynamic government, all
encouraging signs. When we started to invest
in Turkey, our strategy was to be a long-term
investor. We never wanted to come, buy
something and exit like opportunistic
investors do. We had a long term vision to be
part of the industry and take advantage of its
huge potential in the retail sector at that time.
We were one of the first global funds to enter
the country, by investing in the Carrefour
portfolio, as well as in CEFIC services compa-
ny performing in property and leasing man-
agement activities in joint venture with Simon
Ivanhoe. We wanted to achieve the best value
creation for our fund and for our investors.
One of the key points in emerging markets is
a lack of expertise. A key factor of our success
in Turkey was vertically integrating all the dif-
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ferent stages of management, from the bot-
tom to the top. This integration has been cru-
cial, as has creating a high standard and
above all creating value. You can’t just be an
investor, you have to be a global actor in a
country and consider all different levels of the
work. Like other big shopping centre special-
ists, such as Multi, Unibail-Rodamco, Corio,
etc…you have to  be close to your customers,
partners, work directly with your marketing,
leasing and management teams –– it’s all
very important. The key factor of success.
With a team of over 100 people we are in
Turkey one of the leaders of the shopping
centre sector with over two billions assets
under development and management.

RE: WHAT IS THE OUTLOOK FOR THE
TURKISH MARKET?
AK: There are 305 shopping centres in Turkey
as of Q3 2012, representing over 7.9 million

sq m, a €75bn retail turnover and 50,000
sales points. The total private consumption
expenditure is over $600bn in 2012. With a
population of 73 million and an average age
of 28.5 years, Turkey has the youngest and
second largest population in Europe. Its
24.7m strong labour force places it 4th in
Europe.  Each year 450,000 graduates
emerge from Turkey’s 161 universities. The
unemployment rate is stable and decreasing,
it should be under 9% in 2015.
1990 – 2001 was a very unstable and difficult
economic period in Turkey due to internation-
al and domestic crises. The post-crisis period
2002 − 2012 was shaped by fantastic stabili-
ty and growth for all sectors of the economy
and particularly modern retail and shopping
centres.
Today, Turkey has the second highest GLA in
the pipeline in Europe after Russia, repre-
senting over 3 million sq m for the next 3

years, focussed mainly on Ankara and
Istanbul. Turkey ranks in 10th position for
global retail sector sales, standing as 7th in
Europe. Retail sales increased 15% in the first
half of 2012, compared to 2011. The total size
of Turkish retail market is expected to reach
$313bn in 2012, while average annual growth
is projected at 10% up until 2016. 
Over the next ten years, my vision of Turkey is
that we are moving from a strong develop-
ment market to a high potential investment
market. Just as a plane has to reach the right
altitude to fly, Turkey is now reaching the right
moment to really soar. We have to keep the
industry at the top of its game and pilot our
centres through turbulence over the next few
years. Turkey will reach saturation in some
cities in the next 10 years, some centres will
close with the arrival of better malls, first gen-
eration malls will have to be refurbished or
extended. Some will die and the new genera-
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Anthony Khoi, an Iranian citizen by birth, trained as an ar-
chitect (DPLG) in France, graduating from EM Lyon Business
School and Harvard Business School. In 1987, while working
for the French Trade Commission in Los Angeles, he organ-
ised a shopping mall study tour on behalf of the French
Chamber of Commerce. It was there that a love affair with
shopping centres began. “Since 1987, shopping centres are
my passion and have always been dear to my heart,” Mr.
Khoi tells REurope. “I knew then that I wanted to focus on
creating, developing and managing malls and retail cen-
tres, which inspired me to join UNIBAIL and GRC Develop-
er, the leaders of the shopping centre industry in France.”
In 1995, Mr. Khoi established Cenor, originally as an advisor
to the investors and developers in projects throughout Eu-
rope; today Cenor rep-
resents a full service
European real estate
group with expertise in
investment, develop-
ment, design, leasing,
marketing and proper-
ty management of
shopping centres and
other commercial real
estate projects.
In 2003, Mr. Khoi and
Cenor became partner
of Aerium. His role in-
volved him serving as
an Investment Commit-
tee and Board Member,
Head of Aerium’s investment and development of retail pro-
jects in Europe as well as the President of Aerium Turkey.
Cenor and Aerium became a shareholder in Cefic Turkey in
2006 with Simon Ivanhoe and took full control of the compa-
ny in 2010. Cefic is now a leading shopping centre manage-
ment and leasing company in Turkey, which employed over

85 retail property specialists in 2011. It currently provides
the leasing, marketing and facilities management on a port-
folio which it values at over $2bn. This is in addition to Ret-
fund Development, the group’s property development com-
pany, which has expertise in the development of large-scale
shopping centres and other commercial real estate projects
with over $2bn investment under development.
Mr. Khoi is a representative and Co-President of Harvard
Business School (HBS) Alumni Real Estate Club in France
and Turkey and he is also part of HBS Alumni Reunions’
Chairs’ representatives. Over the years he has won several
awards and was named ‘Revolutionary CEO of the Year’ in
Turkey in 2010 for his business acumen, achievements and
visionary leadership skills. He is a co-founder of several as-

sociations and founda-
tions such as AYD, the
Council of Shopping
Centre Investors in
Turkey, representing
over 190 members and
now has the role of
head of its Cultural and
Social Responsibility
Committee. A philan-
thropist by instinct, he
joined the Iranian Red
Crescent at the age of
15, the distinguished
Americain, Hugh OBrian
Youth Foundation, as an
Ambassador at the age

of 17 and he still actively supports the Red Cross, HOBY,
Institut Curie, the Salvation Army, Fondation de France
amongst other organisations. He is an active charity worker
and leader in his community. This philosophy influences his
attitude towards the role he sees shopping centres take in
their environment.
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tion will take their place; others will keep
their market share with smart management.
Investors will have some great opportunities
to get into the sector as regulation will
become more streamlined. The next ten years
will be a very exciting time. The quality of the
assets and their management will be key to
distinguish the centres from the competition.
2012 is a real turning point – Blackstone
investing in Redevco’s portfolio demon-
strates this acceleration interesting in this
important market; the door is open for
American, Middle Eastern and European
funds to come in to Turkey now and take a
position in one of the world’s most dynamic
and high potential markets, of the next
decade. 

RE: AERIUM GROUP ENJOYED FIRST-MOVER
ADVANTAGE IN TURKEY AND SEVERAL
OTHER TERRITORIES. WHAT ARE YOUR
INVESTMENT CRITERIA AND WHERE ELSE
MIGHT YOU WANT TO EXPAND?
AK: For almost 10 years, we have been look-
ing with a strong appetite at any market with
high potential for growth, development and
value creation. Some of the world’s fastest
growing markets now include China, India,
Indonesia, Turkey, Brazil and Vietnam. By
2020, Asia Pacific is expected to attract over
25% of global investors compared to 10% in
2005. We are basically interested in any mar-
kets where economic variables and con-
sumer purchase power are on the up. We are
commercial investors and we are looking at
all these factors, from GDP to employment
and demographic data. When we went to
Eastern Europe in the beginning it was pre-

cisely for this reason. It was a great time to
enter that market; then prices, GDP,  and the
competition rose extremely fast. In Turkey,
Poland and Romania the yield compression
over five years was incredible – prices dou-
bled at times. Investment conditions and
expectation in successful markets can
change very fast – when a market starts to
mature, we are less interested in entering
that market. Today we are looking to consoli-
date in the markets where we are present and
are not looking at any new markets for the
moment, at least in the area of retail real
estate. There are other funds in our group,
such as our infrastructure funds, which may
enter new territories. However for retail and
offices we want to concentrate on our current
geographies and build value through excel-
lent asset management and overall manage-
ment efficiency. We also need to achieve crit-
ical scale in some  of our current locations by
adding assets and team members, so we’ll
also be looking at that. We will be keeping an
eye on other new markets over the next five
years. Spain, Italy, Portugal and even Greece
are interesting markets, we’re not getting into
them for the moment, but we think that brave
investors who look at some of these territo-
ries may do well and make a great deal with
the right strategies. These markets should
emerge from the crisis in the mid term and
the long term retail scenario will be interest-
ing there, with, as ever, careful investments,
asset and marketing management.
More generally, in our strategy for invest-
ment we consider in all markets, the levels
of liquidity of the investment, the exit
strategy, trading velocity, cross border fac-

tors and other international investor inter-
est. The life cycle of a market is also key.
JLL classifies different countries in the fol-
lowing cycles: “Advanced” “Mature”
“Emerging”  “Transitional” “Growing” and
“New Frontiers”. We are present in all of
these different types of markets.
Each market can be defined by its momen-
tum in retail investment or development
activities, in terms of transparency, maturity,
international retailer presence, risk profiles
and liquidity. All the markets move from the
development cycle to an investment cycle
and from asset creation to asset manage-
ment. We are focussing on revenue growth
per property and asset improvement through
management performance rather than yield
compression shifts in the market for added
value creation. 

RE: IT SEEMS EVERYTHING IS MOVING
FASTER AND THESE COUNTRIES ARE NOW
BOOMING DUE TO INVESTMENT FLOWS…
AK: The retail real estate industry has a long
track record of cross border investment, dat-
ing back to the 1970s. However, it’s only from
the mid 2000s that the strategic expansion
and internationalisation of retail groups −
such as hypermarkets − encouraged
investors to increase their activity and pres-
ence in new markets in Europe, Russia,
Turkey, North Africa, South America and Asia.
Over the past ten years over one trillion USD
has been invested in the retail real estate sec-
tor, of which one third has been allocated in
cross border investment strategies, shaping
the globalisation of investment activities. But
we should remember that over 80% of cur-
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rent investment volumes in retail real estate
in the world from 2009−2012 is still in
advanced and mature markets.

RE: YOU HAVE FREQUENTLY PARTNERED
WITH THE LIKES OF CARREFOUR, AUCHAN
AND TESCO FOR SHOPPING CENTRES. WHAT
KINDS OF TENANTS MAKE A SUCCESSFUL
MALL AND WHAT ELSE MATTERS?
AK: Good shopping centres can’t be success-
ful without strong tenants, even if they have
great locations. The shopping centre is a sum
of its parts; to compete with other malls, it
has to have stand-out tenants and the right
positioning. Retailers are also experiencing
huge changes; look at Kodak, Nokia or
Blackberry who have seen extremely strong
market positions shift to difficulties; products
are developing and changing so fast so they
too are fighting to keep their places in the
hierarchy. So retailers and shopping centre
developers have also to move fast and adapt
themselves to changes in the environment.
Hypermarkets are in a phase of major evolu-
tion, they still have a huge place in customers
hearts, and have potential for growth in
tonnes of new markets in Asia, the Middle
East, North Africa and South America.
Hypermarkets are still important and essen-
tial anchors for shopping centres success in
under 30,000 sq m GLA malls; over that size,
hypermarkets are still key elements but the
merchandising, the branding and the posi-
tioning of shopping centres and other mar-
keting and management skills really count. In
the future, shopping centres will develop
even more their own brands with a clear
image and positioning, take on the names of
hypermarkets or major anchors less fre-

quently and really shine and exist with their
own identities.

RE: HOW IS THE GROWTH IN E-COMMERCE
AFFECTING THE FUTURE OF SHOPPING CEN-
TRES?
AK: By 2015, in several sectors of the retail
industry, retailers could reduce their sales
areas by up to 25%. 
We are actually in discussion with Carrefour
and Tesco to reduce their sales areas in
Turkey and Eastern Europe. It is also a great
opportunity for shopping centre investors
and managers to implement complementary
and attractive tenancies in their malls, and
take advantage of this hypermarket size
reduction trend.
The growth in online sales continues to out-
pace traditional retail growth, with higher
price transparency, 24/7 access and better
deals online. The retail sector is actually
going through a critical period of important
structural evolution influenced by technolog-
ical innovation, the internet, the economy,
and increasing consumer purchase power.
The future of the retail real estate investment
sector is also directly shaped by these
changes.
The current generation, which has a very easy
relationship with the internet and web shop-
ping, will want new concepts. Smart phones
and the ease of access to the internet is
rapidly changing the way we shop. The retail
sector has been affected by the internet and
many retailers are now looking at multi-chan-
nel strategies, by harnessing the internet in a
much more proactive way. Shopping centre
managers also need to create a better con-
nection between customers and malls. We

have a responsibility to use the internet in a
smart way to increase traffic to the mall and
ultimately increase turnover. Developers and
investors are now working on that seriously.
This is one of the biggest challenges that we
face right now for the future of shopping cen-
tres; consumers still want to go to the mall to
have a look at the goods they might want to
buy, but they will also continue to buy from
the comfort of their offices or homes. This
means that we have to look at shopping
experiences, having fun, shopping pleasure
with friends or family, improving sensorial
experiences in the malls and making sure
that people enjoy and stay in malls. Prices
tend to be keener on the internet so if you
want to keep customers coming to the malls
you have to give them much more. Shopping
centres need to also provide better services
better design and environment; add to the
happiness of families, to be a theatre of social
life, a centre of the city. As they provide enter-
tainment at a very low price, shopping cen-
tres are and will be more than ever the most
popular public destinations. They are the
cathedrals and market squares of the mod-
ern age, and that social role will increase – so
we just need to understand clearly what will
attract and make the customers choose our
malls over other options, and do our best to
satisfy them.

RE: ARE THERE ANY OTHER TRENDS IN THE
RETAIL REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY WHICH
DEVELOPERS AND FUNDS NEED TO LOOK
OUT FOR?
AK: Continuing from the topic of the rise of
e-commerce, it’s safe to say that the inter-
net won’t destroy retailers, as physical
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retail concepts will continue to be essential,
but can actually inspire the strategies of
tomorrow. All activities and corporations
should consider multichannel strategies for
growth. The rise of smart phones has
changed the world in the last five years; we
became a connected community; new busi-
ness models harnessing that technology
will certainly help shopping centres grow.
Digital wallets are going to be one of the
biggest game-changers, enabling mobile
payments in big retail chains. These will
range from Square to Apple’s Passbook – a
new fully integrated iOS6 app which estab-
lishes a secure standard for storing and
sorting virtual cards, tickets and offers in
iOS devices.  Auchan recently updated its
iPhone application MyAuchan with support
of Passbook. If shopping centres are ready
for these technologies, we can actually
strengthen footfall. Geosensing is another
interesting idea, shopping centres and
retailers are getting involved in this tech-
nology which sends messages to smart-
phones within a very limited geographical
area, for example information about events,
promotions or services. Tomorrow, when
you walk into a shopping centre you can
immediately entice customers through this
new technology. Shopping centre managers
who don’t have ROPO, Online2store,
Web2Shop and Drive2Store in their vocabu-
laries and expertise in these new fields will
be in big trouble.

RE: WHAT ARE THE MAIN FACTORS AFFECT-
ING THE OUTLOOK FOR RETAIL AND SHOP-
PING CENTRE INVESTORS AS FAR AS YOU
ARE CONCERNED?
AK: By 2015, it is estimated that over
$175bn will shift out of physical stores to
online platforms in the US market. Many
retailers have already started to react and
implement changes; from hypermarkets to
luxury department stores, electronic and
big box retailers, to specialty apparel
stores.The quality of shopping centre
assets is improving in all markets, and is
particularly evident in new emerging mar-
kets.
Over the next five years, the sector will face
huge challenges in Europe as it absorbs the
fall-out of the Euro crisis. Weak consumer
spending patterns, uncertainty about gov-
ernment’s regulatory policies, the ongoing
fallout of the European financial crisis and
worries over future spending cuts and fiscal
pressures will all take their toll. There will be
necessary systemic changes for retailers, the
investment community and developers, but
the need for shopping centres will remain
and increase without any doubt. How we
meet those challenges will define who wins
and who loses. The shopping centre footfall
in 2012 has struggled, vacancy is increasing
in a number of centres in several mature
countries, so it’s perhaps the most challeng-
ing time the industry has ever faced. As far as
shopping centre investment strategies are

concerned, investors will continue to invest
in major markets. Some big players such as
Unibail-Rodamco, Hammerson, Westfield,
etc. will concentrate just on trophy shopping
centre assets (with over 5 million annual vis-
itors); they will be likely to sell smaller cen-
tres which will create opportunities for other
categories of investors, like Aerium. 
Geographically, the Nordics, France, and
Germany are very interesting despite the
yield compression there, prices have
increased, yields are moving out a little bit
in southern Europe. For prime assets in
Turkey, Portugal and Spain we’re looking at
yields of over 7.5%, while they’re under 5%
in Germany. The average for the core assets
in Central Europe is around 5.5%. Investors
will continue to investigate the risk param-
eters and keep an eye on all these markets.
In the next 10 years we will definitely
have to reinvent the shopping centre mar-
keting in terms of branding and position-
ing. Retailers too will have to continue
their necessary evolution and over 30%
of existing European brands could be
extinct in the next ten years. In this
changing environment we have to assess
our strategies as quickly as possible. The
industry needs to learn to develop and to
manage shopping centres, with the high-
est standards of services and profession-
alism in this brave new age to retain the
loyalty of existing customers and to win
new market shares.
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